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5. Career Development
- Career progression - hard to get out if stay too long
- Temporary duties - Operational experience - what command and the TPU 

want to see.

PH
leave he is

can

Maximum Time In Position - MTIP - downside - 3 positions offered.
if wanted DDI GLOW and D/Supt BIGGIN can follow up.
PTC application - upgrading process - need to submit application to 
obtain upgrading.
Bum out of hioh risk/ hioh maintenance HS.
 , . Anderson-DS . .

Discussed ‘
intending to take
make an application to be detached from SDU Position, after 12 months 
SDU can make application.

- on completio 
off without pay.

6. Tactical Intelligence Operatives (TIO’s)
- Request for^TIO or support staff
- Focus on other associates, who are potentials.
- Less administration/ data management
- Used for other purposes - ■■M^HI

7. Information Technology
- With the introduction of Interoos^^stopped hand delivering 

documents . Exception
- Laptops - C drive - not secure or encrypted - No diaries or other HS 

documents to be stored on same. To use I drive instead.
- I drive - to store diaries and other HS documents on same.
- USB sticks - encryption - BITS hard ware catalogue - not signed off 

yet - still a risk even with encryption.
- Need more datacards to access I drive. Currently have 5 - require 

another 5 datacards for when not in the office - New plans which are 
cheaper - DDI GLOW requested an Issue Cover Sheet for new data 
cards - to be prepared for by FoXJ°

8, Source Recruiting Teams in Regions
- New pilot being introduced in Region 1 - |

O/R’s
- Commences in one week.
 sandywhiM anc| g|en qwEN to attend a meeting with Region 1 

Head Quarters
- Difficult to ensure not managing High Risk HS.
- HSMU can manage the Interpose, but not on the ground management.

9, Management of H%jh Risk / High Management HS.
PH

- 3838 - commenced in Sept 2005.
- HSMU - 3838 was allocated “Supergrass” status and not on HSMU 

database. Envelope registration.


